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Chevy Tornado Truck - Mexico. Automakers are all trying to cut costs. One of the ways they can do this is to combine their operations around the world to design and build vehicles that can be sold in multiple markets. Some of the small trucks sold around the world could arrive in the U.S. if automakers
believe there is a market for them. The Tornado truck is part of The Chevy range in Mexico, and it is the same truck known as Montana in Brazil. The Tornado comes with a 1.8-L 4-cylinder engine that puts 107 hp. A 5-speed manual is the only transmission choice. The tornado would have gotten about
30 mpg on the highway and in the mid-to-mid 20s in the city driving. I wonder to what extent these numbers would change after taking into account any equipment necessary for U.S. emissions standards? The dive probably wouldn't be too steep. The truck is compact - about 57 high. The fourteen-inch
wheels are standard, with 15-inch versions available on the Sports model. Loading capacity: About 1615 pounds 2009 Chevy S10 Turbo Diesel 4x4 Truck - Brazil. Take a trip to Brazil and you'll see that Chevy is selling this S10 crew cab truck with your choice of a gasoline engine or a turbo diesel.
Starting in 2010, we should have more diesel-equipped vehicles in the United States. It took some time for California to come together on emissions standards, and several other major states adopted the same guidelines that California establishes. Automakers were all waiting to see what would be a go
in these heavily populated areas before introducing additional diesel vehicles to the United States. Ford Ranger Wildtrack - United Kingdom. Variants of the Ford Ranger are available with diesel engines in the UK. Ford Ranger Thunder Truck - United Kingdom. The Thunder is a sporty version of the Ford
Ranger which is available in the UK for the 2008 model year. Chevy T-Series Truck - Egypt. Chevy's T-Series pickup trucks are popular work trucks in Egypt, but they are not the same medium trucks called T-Series in the United States. 2008 Chevy Montana/Brazil. The Tornado truck from Mexico is
called Montana in Brazil, where it is built. Holden SV6 Ute 2008. Holden Ute has a long history in Australia, and it is this branch of GM that will build the 2010 Pontiac G8 Sports Truck. Holden offers its Utes with a wide range of configurations. This sporty version is equipped with a V6 engine, a 6-speed
manual or automatic transmission, a sporty body kit and many interior comforts. Cool Cars You Can Import In 2021 Porsche Boxster Spyder and Cayman GT4 are used gems 10 automotive highlights of 2020 Largest custom cars our favorite Easter eggs automobile 13 cars ahead we can't wait to see on
the origins of the road car badges and logos 10 holiday gift ideas for car enthusiasts in 2020 Image: YouTube For many, the feeling of driving a powerful truck with only the road open in front of you is unmatched. Trucks have been America's backbone since their invention. They were used for both work
and play. But who tops all to take the first place and which one was around the longest? Can you name the first truck ever built? What about the company that did it? Real truck experts know everything. Not to mention what's under the hood of these powerful machines. Do you know what it takes to make
a pickup? And who started it all? Be sure to bring your knowledge of the parts, production and people who made the trucks we know today. You will return in time and in the future with this quiz! Do you know which trucks have been used in movies or television? How about your crew cabin of your King
Cab? Certainly you can name the many brands that make them! If you really know your trucks, it will be a breeze. As the slogan for Ford trucks says, the trucks are most certainly Built Ford Tough. So if you think you know your stuff when it comes to trucks, get into the driver's seat and put the pedal on
the metal. Don't forget your seat belt and get ready for this quiz! TRIVIA 97% of people can't say what decade these trucks come from. Can you? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Raret of the Rare: How Many Limited-Edition Cars Do You Know? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Pickup Truck Trivia Quiz 6 Minute
Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA 92% of people can't identify these trucks without the logo. Can you? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Do you know what's good for your truck and what's not? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA What do you know about American trucks? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min PERSONALITY Can we guess your
favorite classic pickup? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA How Much Do You Know About Ford Trucks in the 1970s? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA How much do you know about fire trucks? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min PERSONALITY Are you Chevy, Ford, or Dodge? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min What Do You Know About
Dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use an appropriate name? Luckily for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable and easy-to-understand explanations of how the world works. From fun quizs that bring joy to your time, to captivating
photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times we ask you, but we always explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stay with us! Playing quiz is free! We send quizzes and personality tests to your
inbox every week. By clicking Register, you accept our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2021 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 IFCAR, Ford Motor Company, General Motors, jacksnell The van has gone from a workshop sold as chassis, hood and engine
to a luxury vehicle that rivals the best and most expensive cars on the road. Thanks to much of the truck's existence, the truck was equipped with only a normal-sized cab and a six-foot cargo bed. Ford's introduction of the four-door crew cabin helped change the course of the van forever. Always. the
vans began to appear in 1917 with the introduction of the Ford Model TT chassis. It was not until the early post-war period that Detroit automakers began to take comfort, body stylus and safety more seriously. As a result, a greater variety of microphones began to appear. The four-door crew cabins date
back to the mid-1950s. Volkswagen in the 1960s offered single cab front cab or two pick-up cabs. The extended two-door cabin of the 1970s had additional space behind the turn seat for storage or jump seats. The expanded cabin has now become the four-door luxury crew cabins that can accommodate
up to six people. Chevrolet popularized fleetside body style with its C/K series, which was launched in 1960. The Fleetside had the bed stretched out on the rear wheels with flat side panels. The Fleetside quickly became the standard body style for trucks. The traditional walking-side trucks stayed with the
bed inside the wheels with protruding rear wings. Today's compact pickups include the Ford Ranger, Dodge Dakota, Chevrolet Canyon, Toyota Tacoma and Nissan Frontier, among others. These trucks are essentially junior versions of full-size pickup trucks. The compact pickup wheelbase averages
about 111 inches and is about 190 inches long. The compact has lost ground in sales in recent years because the gas mileage is not significantly better than full-size versions. The popularity of the commercially-based coupe utility pickup has diminished and sunk over the decades with the 1957-1979
Ford Ranchero and 1959-1960 and 1964-1987 Chevrolet El Camino being the top sellers. Unlike traditional vans that are placed on a truck platform, the coupe utility is placed on the passenger car platform. It has all the comforts of a car, but has the bed and towing capacity of a truck. The growing
popularity of the sport utility vehicle has prompted public demands for a pickup truck that offered all the workhorse capacity of a truck, but the comfort of an ultra-luxury car. In 2001, Ford launched the luxury Lincoln Blackwood. But the Blackwood proved too luxurious and not practical for pickup service
and ceased production a year later. Its competitor, the Cadillac Escalade EXT, launched in 2002, is a much more versatile pickup with a convenient non-luxury bed. The customization of after-sales trucks has prompted automakers to develop their own special edition trucks. The Chevrolet Silverado had
presented a super sport, or SS, package with stiffer suspension, special exterior badging and performance engine. The Silverado SS, however, is not currently available. Ford produces its Harley-Davidson edition with the motorcycle company logo emblazoned on the exterior of the truck and a host of
other performance features. Features. Features.
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